
 
XII     VECTOR ALGEBRA 

1. If a = kji 47  and kjib 362  , then find the projection of a  and b . 

2. Find  , if the vectors kjibkjia  2,3  and kic 3   are coplanar. 

3. If cba ,, are mutually perpendicular unit vectors, then find the value of 

cba 2  

4. Write the unit vector perpendicular to both the vectors jibandkjia    

5. Find the unit vector in the direction of the sum of the vectors kji  32 and 

kji 234  . 

6. Find the area of the parallelogram whose adjacent sides are represented by the 

vectors kjandki 2432  . 

7. If     xyjrirfindzkyjxir  ., . 

8. If kjicandjibkjia 5432,2  , then find the unit vector 

perpendicular to both of the vectors    bcandba  . 

9. Two vectors kjiandkj 43   represent the two side vectors ACandAB

respectively of triangle ABC. Find the length of the median through A. 

10. If banda are two unit vectors such that ba is also a unit vector, then find the 

angle between banda . 

11. If vectors banda are such that 
3

2
,3  ba  and ba  is a unit vector, then 

write the angle between banda  

12. Find the value of p for which the vectors kpjiandkji 32923   are 

parallel. 

13. Find ).( cba  , if kjicandkjibkjia 232,32  . 

14. If banda are perpendicular vectors, 513  aandba , find the value of b . 

15. Find a vector in the direction of kji 632   which has magnitude 21 units. 

16. Write the value of      jikikjkji  . 

17. Prove:    cbaaccbba ,,2,,  . 

18. Vectors candba , are such that 0 cba  and 7,5,3  cba . Find the 

angle between banda . 



19. Show that the four points A(4, 5, 1), B(0,-1,-1), C(3, 9, 4) and D (-4,4, 4) are 

coplanar. 

20. The scalar product of the vector kjia   with the unit vector along the sum 

of the vectors kjicandkjib 32542   is equal to one. Find the 

value of  and hence find the unit vector along cb  . 

21. Show that the vectors cba ,, are coplanar if and only if accbba  ,, are 

coplanar. 

22. Find the unit vector perpendicular to both of the vectors baandba   where 

kjibkjia 32;  . 

23. If kyjibandzkjxia  32 are two equal vectors, then write the 

value of x + y + z. 

24. P and Q are two points with P.V s baandba 23 respectively. Write the P.V 

of a point R which divides the line segment PQ in the ratio 2:1 externally. 

25. Find x , if for a unit vector a ,     .15.  axax  

26. A and B are two points with position vectors abandba  632  respectively. 

Write the P.V of a point P which divides the line segment AB internally in the 

ratio 1:2. 

27. If a is a unit vector     24.  axax , then find the value of x  

28. For any three vectors cba ,, , write the value of the following : 

     bacacbcba  . 

29. If a and b are two vectors such that aba  , then prove that vector 

ba 2  is perpendicular to b . 

30. If kjbandkjia  , find a vector c , such that 3.  caandbca . 

31. If kjibandkjia  57 , then find the value of  , so that 

baandba   are perpendicular . 

32. The magnitude of the vector product of the vector kji  with a unit vector 

along the sum of vectors kjiandkji 32542    is equal to 2 . Find the 

value of  . 

33. Find a vector of magnitude 6, perpendicular to each of the vectors 

baandba  , where kjibkjia 32,  . 



34. If cba ,,  are three vectors such that ,1312,5  candba and 

0 cba , find the value of accbba ...  . 

35. Let kjicandkjibkjia 42723,24  . Find a vector p which 

is perpendicular to both a and b and .18. cp  

36. Write the direction cosines of the vector kji 52  . 

37. Write the projection of the vector jionji  . 

38. Write the angle between two vectors banda with magnitudes 3 and 2 

respectively having 6. ba . 

39. Write the position vector of the mid-point of the vector joining the points  

 P(2, 3, 4) and Q(4, 1, -2). 

40. If 0.0.  aaandba , then what can be concluded about the vector b ? 

41. If two vectors banda  such that 1.1,2  baandba then find the value of 

  baba 72.53   

42. Find a vector of magnitude 5 units, and parallel to the resultant of the vectors 

kjibkjia  2,32 . 

43. Using vectors, find the area of the triangle with vertices are A(1,1,2), B(2, 3, 5) 

and C(1, 5, 5). 

44. If vectors kjibkjia  2,322 and jic  3 are such that ba   

is perpendicular to c , then find the value of  . 

45. If dcba  and dbca  , show that da  is parallel to cb . 

 


